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Saturday, October 28 and Friday, November 3 performances will be followed by post-show discussions.
Friday, November 3 performance will be open-captioned.

This performance and related programming are made possible in part through generous support from the Drew Dudley 1933 Memorial Endowment, the Michael Ellis 1939 Fund, the Goldner Fund, the Samuel C. Harned 1952 Student Theater Production Fund and the A. Robert Towbin 1957 Fund.

*represented by United Scenic Artists, Local USA 829 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees

The videotaping or making of electronic or other audio and/or visual recordings of this production and distributing recordings or streams in any medium, including the internet, is strictly prohibited, a violation of the author(s)'s rights and actionable under United States copyright law. For more information, please visit: concordtheatricals.com/resources/protecting-artists.
Program

Approximate duration: 90 minutes with no intermission

Cast

Wendy ........................................................................................................................................................................... Julia Zichy '27
Peter ............................................................................................................................................................................. Joe Earles '23
Different versions of Wendy from her past .................. Hannah Brooks ’26, Sydney Hassell ’24, Taylor Hickey ’23
Mother .............................................................................................................................................................. Elda Kahssay ’24
Nina ........................................................................................................................................................... Tristyn Girouard ’27
Slightly ........................................................................................................................................................... Rhett Williams ’26
Toodles/Therapist ............................................................................................................................................ Sophie Salomon ’26
Nibs/Detective ................................................................................................................................................... Liam O’Brien ’27
Curly/Doctor .................................................................................................................................................... Grace Casale ’26
Boy ............................................................................................................................................................... Noah Martinez ’27

Setting: Wendy’s room. The Nursery.

Time: The Present
Production Team

Producer .................................................................................................................................................................. Dan Kotlowitz
Production Manager .................................................................................................................................................... Brianna Parry
Stage Management Advisor .......................................................................................................................... Kathleen Cunneen
Technical Director ................................................................................................................................................ Bethany Taylor
Assistant Technical Director/Master Carpenter ............................................................................................ Scott Henkels
Master Electrician/Scenic Artist ..................................................................................................................... Janine Woods Thoma
Costume Shop Manager .................................................................................................................................. Bethany Padrón
Cutter/Draper ......................................................................................................................................................... Anna Winter
Additional Scenic Construction ...................................................................................................................... Carl Choquette
Assistant Directors ............................................................................................................................................ Emma Lavaune '24, Lexy Piton '24
Assistant Stage Managers ............................................................................................................................. Kylie Osborne '27, Liv Pyrczak '27
Assistant Projection Designer ......................................................................................................................... David Katz '24
Assistant Lighting Designer ............................................................................................................................ Yifei Liu '26
Props Manager ..................................................................................................................................................... Sophie Serpas '24
Crew Swing .......................................................................................................................................................... David Gambee '23
Wardrobe Crew .................................................................................................................................................. Grace Payne '26, Griffin Thomas '24, Dulce Silva '25
Sound Board Operator ....................................................................................................................................... Victoria Eggert '27
Light Board Operator .......................................................................................................................................... Fatmata Sesay '27
Drapers ................................................................................................................................................................. Sabrina Barton '24, Eliza Erdrich '25
Assistant Costume Shop Manager .................................................................................................................. Dulce Silva '25
Costume Construction ........................................................................................................................................ Aryma Moore '25, Ava Procter '24
Scenic Construction ........................................................................................................................................... Robbie Abel '24, Alex Aguilar '26, Lilla Bozek '27, Kevin Farrell '25, Alex Gavitt '23, Luke Gerdeman '27, Yifei Liu '26, Sophie Serpas '24
Student Office Assistant ..................................................................................................................................... Caileigh Dowell '24
Assistant Production Manager ........................................................................................................................ Sydney Hassell '24
Department Student Representatives .......................................................................................................... Hannah Brooks '26, Sydney Hassell '24, Dulce Silva '25
*THEA 40 Students .......................................................................................................................................... Grace Faulkner '24, David Katz '24, Aulanni Kidd '26, Elizabeth Li '25, Jonah Manso '25, Mackenzie Morong '26, Edward Park '24, Elizabeth Price, Danielle Pringle '25, Katie Sellu '25, Fatmata Sesay '27, Ryan Sorkin '24

Special Thanks

Dartmouth College Facilities Operation & Management
Martha Hennessey '76
J.M. Barrie
Joanna Whitcomb
Provost's Office
Custodians at 4 Currier
Katie Lenhart
Five weeks ago, the cast and I began rehearsals for *Lost Girl* by reading the following quotes aloud. I want to share them with you now:

**Scott Peck, MD, Author, *The Road Less Traveled***
"Life is difficult…Life is a series of problems…What makes it difficult is that the process of confronting and solving problems is a painful one…Yet it is in this whole process of meeting and solving process that life has its meaning."

**Eleanor Roosevelt, American political figure, diplomat, activist and the First Lady of the United States from 1933 to 1945**
"I gain strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which I must stop and look fear in the face—I say to myself, ‘I’ve lived through this and can take the next thing that comes along.’ We must do the things we think we cannot do."

**J.M. Barrie, Novelist, playwright and author of *Peter Pan***
"Courage is the thing. All goes if courage goes."
*Rectoral address to the students at St Andrews University*
May 3, 1922

**Sian Beilock, President of Dartmouth College**
“For too long we chose to believe that ‘safe spaces’ were working when what they were really doing was silencing. Colleges are where ideas are tested, and so it is our responsibility to cultivate ‘brave spaces’ instead."

**J.M. Barrie**
“What better encouragement to the young than to be able to tell them that happiness just keeps breaking through.”
*From Mary Rose*

**Kimberly Belflower, Author, *Lost Girl***
“I think I am done with pretending. I think it’s okay to be scared.”
Wendy in *Lost Girl*

Thank you for coming and I hope you enjoy the show!

*Peter Hackett*
Connecting Artists to the Community

Saturday, October 28
Post-show discussion with Director Peter Hackett and former New Hampshire State Senator and adolescent psychologist Martha Hennessey ’76.

Friday, November 3
Post-show discussion with the assistant directors, cast and crew.
Upcoming Department of Theater Productions

Black Underground Theater and Arts Association (BUTA)
Fall Performance
Friday & Saturday, November 10–11, 2023

Winter 2024 Student Cabaret Extravaganza
Friday–Saturday, February 16–24, 2024
Theater on Currier

Visit theater.dartmouth.edu to learn more about the Department of Theater at Dartmouth.
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Michael Bodel, Director of External Affairs
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Please turn off your cell phone inside the theater. Assistive Listening Devices available in the lobby. Recycles. If you do not wish to keep your playbill, please discard it in the recycling bin provided in the lobby. Thank you.